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S L E E P  H Y G I E N E

Good quality sleep is essential in order to feel well and vital.

Below are a few suggestions to give yourself the best

possible chance to get a good night’s sleep. 

Every day try to do the following:

Routine: Have a fixed wake up and bedtime and stick to

them as best you can. If you have developed unhealthy sleep

patterns you will need to re-train yourself into a new habit

and that may mean getting up even when you’re still feeling

tired at first.

Get outside: Every day, despite the weather. Daylight and

fresh air are so important for regulating your sleep patterns.

Move your body:  Walk, dance, run, clean, tai chi, do yoga,

whatever works for you.

Support digestion: Try to avoid eating at least 2 hours

before bedtime. It’s hard to settle for sleep when your body

is trying to digest. If you have to eat late, eat light.

Reduce toxins:  Alcohol and caffeine are 2 of the biggest

culprits for interrupting sleep. Try cutting them out.  If you

do drink caffeine avoid it after lunch.  Remember chocolate

and some pain killers also contain caffeine! Don’t be fooled

into thinking alcohol is a good way to wind down. Even just

one or two drinks can affect the quality of your sleep.



E N V I R O N M E N T  I S  K E Y  

Aim for at least a 30-minute wind down before you plan to

get into bed where you follow the protocol below.    

Ban screens from the bedroom at least 30 minutes before

bedtime, try not to  work in the bedroom and certainly not

just before sleep.    

 

Consider taking a relaxing bubble bath with magnesium salts

or lavender oil .

Have low lighting or try using an eye pillow if the room is

too bright.     

Make sure you’re not too hot or too cold.  

  

Trying calming scents like lavender oil on your skin, pillow or

in the bedroom.  

 

Consider mouth taping if you snore or wake up with a dry

mouth. A small piece of tape can encourage nose breathing

which leads to a much more restful nights sleep·      

Have a note pad and pen by the bed to note anything which

is going around in your head either before or as you try to

drop off.     

Consider an earthing sheet or a weighted blanket for

additional grounding.



S L E E P -P R E P

P R A C T I C E   

Everyone is different and you will need to experiment to see

what works best for you. Remember, change happens slowly

so be disciplined and patient and stick to a routine once you

have found one that works.

We recommend that once you have begun to develop a

bedtime routine you also try our sleep prep practice. 

Practice 1 is to do before you get in to bed. You will need a

yoga mat, some cushions and a blanket.

Practice 2 you should do in your bed, once everything else is

done, the lights are off and you are ready to drop off to

sleep. Practice 2 can be repeated through the night if you

continue to wake up to support you back to sleep. 

Alternatively once you are in bed you could also try our Yoga

Nidra for Sleep.

 


